
the diagnosis-treatment-transformation processes run individually until 1-3 
months! Yes it may go so simply and save me as a user and yourself the time 
to list all complaints and any verbal explanations of your situation are there-
foreobsolete / no longer necessary! For some people seeking help,  indidual  
regressions with voice messages can be considered in order to larn somet-
hing new with the souls of the social environment and to dissolve healing 
blocks and curses in the very first incarnations, so that the RV 1-13 can flow 
through you freely at the best time! With the healing process in place, the 
following 2nd RV to the 13th can also follow shortly afterwards. Just ask. 
Remote healing treatments without calling +49 1601000160 Telegram / 
SMS are only possible with text messages and voice messages. Calls would 
otherwise technically stop voice messages being sent to those seeking 
help! I need your texts or the speech to read them in order to find solutions.

Online appointments with „reasons for visit“ with only a few clicks are 
important to plan only the 1-2h TREATMENT TIME first. The necessary 
method results beforehand in the text via chat or mail.  You pay atten-
tion with the first registration in the lower text field with the booking to 
the indication of the complete address for the calculation with osteopat-
hy diagnosis or with application by remote healing 30% more effective or 
personally with RV 1-13 with two dates in each case 116€ therefore 232€! 

Contact-free payment is possible via EC-card or in case of remote healing 
via bank transfer after receipt of invoice PDF or PayPal to info@osteoko.de! 

First aggravations are always possible and with osteopathy as well as with 
RV there is actually no aggravation from 1-3 months! Should, however, con-
trary to expectations, a negative reaction occur directly or after a few days 
or later, it is everyone‘s responsibility to contact me immediately by pho-
ne / email or Telegram Chat in order to dissolve healing blockages, beliefs 
and, if necessary, curses in the form of a regression into a single past life.

Your companion on your path of self-healing and self-discovery.

 

Alternative Practitioner, Osteopath - BVO, Book Author, Academy 
Leader feH

• Alternative practitioner, osteopath - BVO also babies

• Universal kinesiology in person or via chat

• Resolution of causes of illness via Telegram  

•  Reconnections to 13 in life to potential 

•  Head of the academy feH in practice / mobile

24h for distance healing and in person 
7-22h except Sunday 

Opening hours

www.komm-praxis.dewww.komm-praxis.de

Healing practice 
Michael Komm

Berg-am-Laim-Str. 42, 81673 Munich Enquiries by mail to 
info@osteoko.de 

Mobile phone appointment text chat enquiries: 
+491601000160 Resolutions & return connections

Address
Michael Komm
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Book author Universal Kinesiology and Energy Work 

Worldwide Tango Milonguero Guide only E-BOOK 



Dear help seekers 

We are in a highly exciting time where every single human being is called 
to recognise and remember how special she and he is, in order to then 
find the divine spark of enlightenment! In the transition from the indust-
rial age to the new age with more loving togetherness, everyone has the 
personal responsibility to look at what upsets or criticises them about 
other people and to dissolve it. Contrary to many fears, healthy initial 
scepticism and uneasiness about a new way of treatment, every person 
seeking help comes to the energetic-medial healing treatment at the 
right time and to the reconnections RV in the course of life up to 13 times. 
Many who have already gone this way are annoyed why this way was 
not gone earlier, because once one has started to go this way, it is 
much easier later than to continue to live with the complaints 
and symptoms. It can be interesting to read the three-di-
mensional cinema of life and search the body for blockages 
and adhesions in order to treat them. Some still think you 
can do it alone, but then you put illusions on your own 
ego or it looks from the outside as if you are devilishly 
occupied, but this is an illusion of the soul. The divi-
ne equation or quantum formula is 1 + 1 = 3. Many 
will not understand this sentence, but that is exactly 
the point. It is simply about coming into the sim-
plicity of being, to let go of the dominating mind, 
wrong ways of thinking, learned old knowledge 
through books, internet search engines and fami-
ly imprints. In this day and age, there is no need to 
question how to do this, because it is simply a mat-
ter of deciding NOW to take care of yourself and 
your self-love and not to search too hard on the 
outside! There is a funny saying in the refrigera-
tor: „You won‘t find what you are looking for here! 

In the process of change from a head person to 
a feeling person, not much activity is necessary, 
because contrary to the belief that much helps 
much, or that it must crack during the adjustment, 
in reality it is quite different. The cause of the illness 
lies much deeper than one can imagine before the le-
arning process, because the soul has individually taken 
different information into this life, which expresses itself 
through the body and the psyche! I could write a lot more 
explanations, but I leave it up to you to decide when to en-

ter into the simple healing process of opening the heart and thus your 
connection to the soul, or if not, they will enter and dry out in several 
years of observing people, which shows itself most quickly with a slipped 
disc! But also on other levels the later decision to the soul back connec-
tion way shows up. In some cases low to high percentages of narcissism 
(self-absorption, one looks too much at the outside and makes a monkey 
out of one‘s fellow human beings), borderline (one does not feel oneself 
and is not completely there), manic-depressive bipolar patients, hypo-
chondriacs, egoists - money-grubbing or conversely co-dependent peo-
ple who connect their existence to others instead of to themselves and 
do not recognise their own abilities. Addictions, eating disorders, faster 

ageing and figure problems in both directions are also treatable!

Other issues that could be resolved (without promises of hea-
ling) from old past lives and incarnations: Paedophilic ten-

dencies, incest, forced marriages, epilepsy, compulsions, 
circumcisions, rapes, assaults, sadistic control, cry 

baby, colic, repentance for what one used to con-
sume too much such as alcohol avoidance which 

now makes one mentally ill when not consumed, 
coffee surfeit, caffeine allergy, arrogance, into-
lerance, getting more involved or out, father 
glorification - hatred, father who means well 
and overstimulates his girl or mother who 
gives her son intimate kisses when changing 
nappies, children‘s reproaches because they 
could not understand why HE left the fami-
ly at the time, excessive mothering, mother 
who cannot let go of her son, too content 
not to get upset and to keep everything 
bottled up, stubbornness, intransigence, 
etc. Nose widths for snoring & concentration 
disorders is possible in person or by remote 
healing, vaginal touché only remote treat-
ment with migraine headache reference hys-
teria uterus possible, libido and orgasm di-

sorders, intimate herpes, thorn warts, genital 
warts, potency disorders, blockages of poly-

amory or heart liberation to 2 + sexual partners.

Essentially, life development is about shifting from 
the mind-head to the gut-feelings, i.e. intuition. Be 

open and just let the energies flow! Experiences taken 
along in billions of incarnations of having acted too much 

/ too little or having progressed show up in cold and blocked hands and 
feet! The scientific-anatomical confirmation of all applied energetic hea-
ling treatments can be explained quite simply and clearly like this. Every 
human being has the task in life to TRUST the gut feeling and to pay more 
attention to the intestinal mesentery, because it is larger and more vo-
luminous and has more nerve cells! In return, in the skull, the enclosed 
smaller mind-brain-mesentery is to be neglected to the smaller compa-
rison, without thinking one becomes stupid. Healing blockages can also 
be explained in this way, if in individual people it looks as if someone 
has..... into your brain! Declare war on your devilish mind and devilish-sa-
tanic thoughts and build up the connection to your feelings! We humans 
are emotional beings. As JESUS mentioned earlier the ETERNAL LIFE, only 
he meant our souls and this is wrongly evaluated by heart-closed people 
in the EGO! If one is too much in the mind - ego, then one often cannot 
or does not want to recognise that when it comes to relationships, there 
are no coincidental meetings. Every human being is either a test - punish-
ment, a gift or after the process of consciousness according to RV a SOLID! 

Let us now start to get to the point in order to get away from old 
ways of acting like much ado about nothing and too much beating 
around the bush, or do you want to go on living life as a daydreamer 
and with the body tension like a robot? Because the ever-increasing 
vibrational elevations will accelerate the ailments faster than be-
fore. But the other way round, the healing path with the energetic 
soul connection has also become faster and months later you could 
even observe the rejuvenation of the body Re-Aging as a reward.

You may ask yourself, how do I get on my path or how can I achieve this? 
It is simply quite simple and I am writing here with 15 years of experience 
and can offer you a symbolic shortcut to achieving your life goal RV1-13!

Strengthening of the renewal functions and the self-regulation for-
ces. Permanent impregnation of a permanent smile or smilie. Out-
side of the social environment, an automatic karma clearing up to the 
13th RV takes place, in order to be more connected with billions of 
connected past lives later after two reconnection appointments of 
1h each have been carried out. Soul progress or soul acceleration and 
thus faster progress in life. Buried abilities become conscious again 
and the trust in intuition is strengthened and positive past life me-
mories are reactivated. Gentle end-of-life care is also possible with it.

Since 2017, only the soul consent of a person in need of help is reques-
ted! As very strong energy flows will come, you actually only need 
TRUST in the process, where from the healing energies of Archan-
gels, Arcturians, Hators, White Brotherhood, Elohime, Seraphins make 

This is what return connections look like.

Open letter


